
STORY OF THE SIX-HOUR BANNER 
  
10:30 a.m. --On my way out of Moosehead Mfg. after putting the whoopie pie decorations in the 
windows, I see a crumpled real estate auction banner on the floor of the mill. I ask Joe Sands if I can have it 
for the festival. Joe says yes. 
 
10: a.m. -- I show Dwain Allen the banner and seek his okay to coordinate new lettering, provided I can 
find a sponsor. It would say Maine Whoopie Pie Festival, June 25, 10-4, with a "banner sponsored by" 
credit at the bottom. 
 
10:45 a.m. -- I show the banner to Carl and Vicki Brackett and they explain that the vinyl must be removed 
and, because some of the adhesive remains on the banner, the adhesive must be removed with a special 
solvent and a plastic scraper that looks like a dulled-edged pizza dough scraper). I ask for a quote and 
indicate I would approach a business to be the banner sponsor. Carl offers to be the sponsor in order to 
transfer that right to his daughter's in-home bakery, My Mum's Gluten Free Kitchen, about which I 
happend to write a feature in today's Observer. Agreed. I leave knowing I must clean the banner to Carl's 
standards. He loans me the solvent and scraper. I give him the wording for the banner but leave the font 
and font size up to him. 
 
11:45 a.m. -- I call Joe Guyotte of the fire department to ask if it is 
possible to put up a banner today or tomorrow for the festival on 
Saturday. He says, "Holy cow."  
 
12 noon-2 p.m. -- Two hours and a sunburn later, the banner is 
cleaned. 
 
2:15 -- I see Joe Guyotte and he suggests hanging it from the mill 
building but that if it goes on the street, Mark Young would be the 
one doing it. 
 
2:20 -- I double check with Janet Sawyer and ask her whether the planned wording is okay and whether she 
wants it on the street on mill building. She says that if it doesn't have the festival logo, she'd rather see it on 
the mill building. 
 
2:30 -- I leave up to Carl whether to also apply a logo and explain it would be placed on the mill if the 
banner has no festival logo. He's open to a logo. I call Terri Moulin to ask the logo be emailed to 
ambsigns@roadrunner.com. She conveys the message to Janet in the next room and Janet immediately 
emails a TIFF image. Carl starts printing the vinyl lettering. 
 
2:40 -- I make contact with Mark Young. He'll be working late in Bangor tonight. 
 
3:30 -- Carl, Vicki and Pam apply the letter. I ask Carl if it was worth going through all that cleaning or 
would it have been smarter just to buy the banner. He says the banner material costs him $8 per sq. ft. (this 
is a 36 sq. ft. banner; i.e., a $288 value), so, yes, though, because it has creases, it is not the same as new. 
And it would have cost a lot if he had had to clean it. I resolve to be on the lookout for discarded banners 
in the future. 
 
4 -- Banner done. 
4:15 -- Banner showed to Janet Sawyer, Dwain Allen and Deb Boyd. 
4:30 -- Voicemail left with Mark to let him know the banner is ready. 
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